State of Progressive Web Apps (PWAs)
Q1 2020
Forbes, MarTech Advisor, Forrester, and Gartner are
talking about them. Brands across all industries are
implementing them (and seeing crazy-impressive results).
All the major tech players (Google, Microsoft, Apple,
Samsung, and Mozilla) are on board in making sure they
work on their operating systems and platforms. Are you
ready for the next generation of mobile and the web? It’s
time to say hello to Progressive Web Apps (PWAs).

What Is a Progressive Web App?
Put simply, it’s everything you love about native apps, but without the app store download. PWAs allow
you to pack rich, native functionality into a mobile experience that’s hosted behind a URL, which means
you can still provide an incredible, app-like user experience while also guaranteeing higher adoption
and engagement than a native app counterpart would provide.

“PWAs are an emerging technology, but they are the
future of desktop and mobile web experiences."
- Jason Wong, Gartner

Benefits of PWAs

Integrates native functionality
(camera, geolocation, etc.)

Works on all form factors
and operating systems

Searchable, which drives
higher SEO ranking

Drives increased adoption and
engagement

Installable to home screen

Works in low to no connectivity

What’s New with PWAs?
Google and Apple made major updates to their operating systems to better support and increase
compatibility with PWAs in the past year. The future is bright for PWAs!

Install
Feedback Assistant1
Apple releases their first
PWA

Desktop Install Button
on Chrome2
Easily install a PWA on
your desktop

More Like Native Apps
on iOS4
Use app switcher to swipe
up or close the app

Trusted Web Activity3
Distribute PWAs in the
Google Play Store

Gestures
Available for navigation
on iOS finally!

Brands with PWAs
If you haven’t added PWAs to your digital strategy, you’re behind. Check out the brands that
are already seeing the benefits of using a PWA.

PWAs Driving Incredible Results

Forbes5
43% increase in sessions per user
100% more engagement

Lilly Pulitzer6
80% boost in mobile traffic
33% boost in revenue

Starbucks7
0.4% the size of its native app
Doubled daily active users

The Washington Post8
23% increase in number of mobile search users
88% performance improvement over
traditional website

Alibaba9
76% higher conversions across browsers
4x higher interaction rate from “add to home screen”

Empowering Marketers to Build Apps
Fast with No Code Required
https://feedbackassistant.apple.com/welcome
2 https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2019/07/nic76
3 https://medium.com/@firt/google-play-store-now-open-for-progressive-web-apps-ec6f3c6ff3cc
4 https://medium.com/@firt/iphone-11-ipados-and-ios-13-for-pwas-and-web-development-5d5d9071cc49
5 https://widely.io/know-about-forbes-pwa
6 https://www.mobilemarketer.com/news/lilly-pulitzer-sees-80-jump-in-mobile-traffic-with-progressive-web-app/513504/
7 https://medium.com/lumavate/brands-we-love-are-building-progressive-web-apps-b1f7c1d88c66
8 https://www.netguru.com/blog/10-popular-companies-that-do-progressive-web-apps
9 http://innovationinsider.com.br/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/A_Marketer_s_Guide_to_PWAs.pdf
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